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on Tidd considers
himself a normal kind
of guy on weekdays.
You'll find him roaming the halls of SU's
School of Management,
where he's an assistant
professor of accounting.
Weekends are a different
story. That's when Tidd's
lifestyle leans toward the
unusual. That's when he
becomes a rock climber.
T idd is a man of contradictions. He's afraid of
heights. "You won't find me
near the edge of the cliff,"
he says. "Maybe crawling,
but not standing up."
Yet climbing is one of his
passions. "People tend to
think climbers are weird,"
he says, "that we have a
death wish. Dying is the
last thing I want to do."
Janet Stites, a freelance writer
in Greensboro, North Carolina,
earned her 1986 SU bachelor's
degree in English and magazine
journalism.
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R.l. Stolz runs Alpine Adventures, a climbing school based in Keene,
New York. Above Stolz is shown climbing Nutcracker at Yosemite.
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Rock climbing is something less than a mainstream sport. It's alternative entertainment some
might consider analogous to
bungee jumping or kick
boxing. It's dangerous.
There are variables yo u
can't control, such as loose
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rock, poor weather, black
ice, altitude sickness, and
fatigue. A simple fall can
lead to injury or death.
The motivation is suspect: You have a rock and
you want to climb it for no
other reason than you have
a rock. Once you're at the
top, yo u climb back down.
Nevertheless, while the
number of rocks remains
re latively constant, the
number of climbers increases yearly.
In the last 10 years, the
circulation of Climbing magazine has jumped from
8,000 to 30,000. There are
some 20 certified climbing
schools and at least double
that number with no certification. More than 100
climbing gyms, where people can climb in a controlled
atmosphe re, have cropped
up across the country.
Climbers come from
unlike ly places, shedding
their suits and high heels
for ropes and hiking boots.
They tend to be intelligent
and accomplished people
who thrive on the inte llectual as well as physical challenge. And, as unlikely as it
may so und to outside rs,
climbing provides skills and
experiences that are be neficial to their careers.

K

aren Yavorsky Stolz
and her husband R.L.
Stolz run Alpine
Adventures, a rock and
ice climbing school in
Keene, New York. The
couple, who met as unde r-

R.L. Stolz on the Prowess at the New River Gorge in West Virginia. Says Karen Stolz,
"There's no gray area when you're climbing. At the top of the cliff you can say, 'Yes, I
made it,' or 'No, I didn't make it.' Often, it's hard to lind that reward."
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graduates in the SU Outing
Club, say the tangible sense
of accomplishment in
climbing is what draws people to it.
"There's no gray area
when you're climbing,"
says Karen, a 1980 graduate
of the School of Manage-

YOU

SURVIVE.

ment. "At the top of the
cliff you can say, 'Yes, I
made it,' or 'No, I didn't
make it.' Often, it's hard to
find that reward in what
people do every day."
That's what attracted corporate systems manager
Richard Schilling, a 1973
School of Management
graduate living in Falmouth,
Maine. "With climbing, yo u
have to learn to get over
seemingly impossible
obstacles," he says. "They
say mind over matter, but in
climbing yo ur body actually
teaches your mind. You
might think a move is
impossible, but yo ur body
acts outside of your mind
and you see it can be done."
Timothy Goodsell
doesn't operate under the
influence of limitations. "I
like to test myself both
mentally and physically,"
he says. Goodsell 's litmus
test was summiting Ypsilon
Peak in Rocky Mountain
National Park last December. "We went up in a
storm, scaled the ridge, and
made the summit," he says.
"We carne back down in
the middle of a bl izzard."
Goodsell is president of
C hicago's H yde Park Bank
& Trust, a job he calls a
vehicle to support his
climbing. " If I could, I'd
climb 365 days a year," says
Goodsell, who earned a
master's degree fro m the
Maxwe ll School in 1971.
Still, he says his hobby is
more be neficial to his work
than his work is to climbing.
"The discipline of cli mbing
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helps in my business. You
have to remain cool and
develop a good sense of
judgment."
Like Goodsell, Ron Tidd
takes what he's learned
from rocks into his work
place. "I teach tax law," he
says. "I think there are
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YOU

DON'T."

many similarities between
dealing with taxes and
climbing, from a philosophical standpoint. Congress
passes laws, and God- if
you want to speak religiously-presents you with
a rock. With both you have
to learn to live with it, to
use it to your advantage."
reaking through barriers
is an important part of
it. "Climbers are looking to find their own
limitations, rather than having them determined by
someone else," says Andrew
Petkun, a 1968 SU political
science grad uate. "There's
a level of courage attached
to doing it that I can't
assign to anything else in
my life. It's not something
you can get into and out of
easily. It takes stamina."
For Petkun, climbing

around the world: The Stolz's have traveled to New Zealand to climb. This is Karen atop a summit in the Mt. Cook Range.
provides a balance to his
life, which includes be ing
president of Allen Furniture in Needham, Massachusetts. "The re's an e lement of danger in climbing
that forces yo u to clear yo ur
head and put othe r things
in pe rspective," he says.
"We tend to gi ve e normous
importance to everything
we do, thinking it's critical
or crucial, but most of the
things we're conce rned
about don 't deserve the
emotion we invest in
the m."
Because climbing generally involves at least one
leader and one followe r,
good relationships and com-
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munication are essential.
C limbing teaches people
to be up front with each
othe r, says R.L. Stolz, a
1981 grad uate of the
College of Environmental
Science and Forestry.
"The re's not a lot of posturing whe n yo u're climbing," he says. "If you do
things right you survive. If
yo u don't, yo u don't."
Schilling once aborted a
trip because the team was
not communicating. But
more often, trips breed
camarade rie.
T idd 's regular climbing
partner is his wife, Doris
H ernandez, who works for
SU's computer services
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orne of my best friends climb. So when an editor
calls and asks if Iwould give it a try and write about
the experience, I soy, Why not? When can I go?
What do I wear? I don't consider the ramifications
because Ihove no ideo what they ore.
I prepare for the trip by checking the status of my
health insurance, leaving the number of my closest rela·
live with a neighbor, and buying a pair of light-weight
climbing boots and some sunscreen . In Jackson,
Wyoming, I borrow the necessary clothing and equip·

to Corbet High bose camp, stopping often to save our
strength for the increasingly steep climb and to drink
water, so as not to get dehydrated. It's sunny for the
first port of the trip, but begins to rain once we're above
the tree line. With each step I grow a little cockier,
impressed by my progress and how little the rain bothers
me. I'm flexible, Ithink. Icon do this.
Bose camp is mode up of a quonset hut-the
kitchen and primary weather shelter, tent platforms for
the small tents we'll sleep in, and about 300 boulders

Shadow of Grand Teton at Sunrise: an awesome sight, even more so up close and personal.

ment from friends: thermals, rain gear, pants to put over
thermals, gloves, two hots-one for sun, one for snow.
At the office of Jackson Hole Mountain Guides Imeet
Ric, a native of Alaska, regular on Mt. McKinley, and my
guide. The rest of our group is mode up of Mary, a local
photographer, and Glenn, a nuclear engineer from
Augusta, Georgia. Both hove climbing experience, but
welcome me-the novice-on the trip. In fact they ore
enthused, as much excited for me as for themselves
about the impending trip. Still I sense they're holding
bock. And Istart to feel like everyone but me knows the
punch line to the joke, to feel! might be the punch line
to the joke.
The first day we hike five miles, 5,000 vertical feet,
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that serve as the 'facilities.' We hove a simple dinner of
tortillas and beans and go to bed early.
The next day we go over some climbing basics. We
learn to tie a figure eight knot that loops into the hor·
ness, securing our umbilical cord to softey. We practice
commands, shouting "That's me" when the rope is taut
between climber and leader, "On belay" when the
leader has secured the rope around him, "Climbing"
when the leader is ready to climb, and finally "Climb"
when the leader is ready for the climber to climb. Ric
assures us these commands will become second nature
and Ithink, Second nature to what?
By noon I'm ,rtimbing my first crag, a chimney of
about 30 feet. Gor.'lg up I'm over being cocky. I've got
16
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the sewing machine shakes, as Mary calls them, and the
only way to get over them is to get to the top. Ido. But
then I hove to go bock down, with much trepidation
about that first step when Ihove to leon bock in the hor·
ness and trust Ric and the rope to lower me.
We get to bed early so we con woke up at 2:30
a.m. and put our skills to use climbing the Grand, the
highest peak in the Tetons. We're wearing head lamps
when we start and I'm thinking, If God hod wonted us
to hike in the dark.. ..
Time posses and by late morning, after climbing over
boulders, up crags, through snow, and around ledges,
we've reached the starting point of our final ascent.
Mental setback: I don't wont to go. Maybe I'm just not
goal-oriented enough, maybe I'm so well adjusted I
don't feel I hove to prove anything to anyone by taking
one more step, or maybe something terrible happened
to me in my childhood, something to do with heights. I
om tired, cold, and Idon't wont to do it.
We hove a pow·wow so I con get on attitude adjust·
ment. It works, sort of, and we start a horizontal climb
on on open face, with a drop of 500 feet. I'm doing it,
not really climbing, but shuffling to the left and thinking
I'm caught between a rock and a hard place. Then Ric
yells, "Go bock."
The climb is aborted due to verglos-ice you can't
see-on the rocks. We begin our descent and, as if
someone were trying to odd more drama to my story, it
begins to hail. We're bock in camp by 3:30 p.m., end·
ing a 12·hour hike and climb. Ifigure Iwon't be due for
a workout at the health club for another month.
Mary and Glenn ore disappointed we didn't reach the
summit, but I soy, "Hey, we tried. Here, hove a
Lifesaver." I'm thinking I'll never do this again. I'm
thinking about a nice hot both and a gloss of wine.
It's not until two or three days later that I start to
hove flashbacks. I start wondering what it looked like
around that open face, fantasizing about the view from
the summit of the Grand. Icrave the feel of flesh on rock
and start dreaming about ropes. And then I realize I've
foiled on two counts: Ididn't reach the summit and Istill
don't know why people climb, what keeps them hanging
on. I think I'll be going bock when the weather clears,
roping up and climbing on to greater heights.
-JANET STITES
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office. She admits climbing
with a spouse is not always
easy, but considers the
dynamics of her relationship with Tidd an asset. "I
have a habit of quitting at a

appeals at different times to
different people. The
heightened sense of judgment Goodsell developed
from climbing also changed
his attitude toward climbing.

certain point," she says.
"Ron gives me that extra
push that gets me to the
top. I curse him on the way
up, but thank him when I
get there."

"When I was younger I
was interested in doing big
mountains, high peaks," he
says. "Now I've started to
gravitate toward smaller,
more technical climbs. I'm
tired of battling the altitude. I got sick on a mountain in Equador. It was pretty scary. Now I stick to
peaks under 16,000 feet."
To 1936 SU graduate
John Woodworth, reaching
the summit doesn't mean as
much anymore. Although
Woodworth retired from his
Hampton, Connecticut,
medical practice in 1980, he
hasn't given up climbing
and mountaineering. "The
most fun is the climbing,"
says Woodworth, 78, "not
getting to the top." Last
year, however, he climbed
to an Appalachian
Mountain Club Hut in New
Hampshire's White
Mountains. "They keep
records of climbs there," he
says. "I found my signature
from 40 years before. I'm
over-the-hill for the big
stuff, but I'll climb until I
can't."
Schilling, on the other
hand, has shied away from
climbing since assisting in
the rescue of a climber who
took a fatal fall. But, he
says, "I still conside r myself
a climber. When I started
climbing it was the beginning of something for me.
Once you're a climber, yo u
think like a climber. You 'II
be walking a trail, maybe
with just a fanny pack on.
You see a rock off the trail
and you want to climb it.
You want to go the hard
way instead of the easy
way." •

T

here is a thrill and
adrenaline rush to
climbing, but also a
calm yielding from the
total sense of concentration
the activity demands.
Paul Wicker, a 1965 graduate of the College of
Environmental Science and
Forestry, found that was
true after his first climb in
the Adirondacks. "When
you're involved in climbing
your mind's totally on what
you're doing," says Wicker,
who runs Wicker Appraisal
Associates in Syracuse. "It
takes complete concentration eight hours at a time.
There's no opportunity to
think about the phone call
you forgot to make or the
papers you need to sign."
Schilling's description of
climbing echoes Wicker's.
"It's a cleansing experience
and deeply personal," he
says. "It's so focused. When
you're on the rock the only
problem you' re thinking
about is what yo u can reach
with your hands and your
feet. I think of climbing as
ballet on the rocks. When
you watch a skilled climber
it's beautiful. The moves
are smooth, so fluid. It's
peaceful."
Karen Stolz says climbing
is like "dancing on a vertical
plane. It allows me to move
my body through space in a
graceful and agile way."
Climbing has different
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Roppelling ot Mount York in the Blue Mountains of Austroilio.
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